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Introduction

Stage 2

This publication is a reconstruction of the first
landplane circumnavigation of Australia in 1924. It is
the second of a three-part series retracing the route
three intrepid airmen took on this epic flight. This
adventure for flight simulation enthusiasts has been
developed through the undertaking of research using
primary and secondary historical resources and
website information.

Stage 1 of the flight was entirely inland. From Victoria,
through Central and Western New South Wales,
Queensland and the Northern Territory. It was
essentially and “outback” flight. Without radio nav
aids, navigation was a visual endeavour, following
railway lines and primitive roads. On some legs dead
reckoning was required to get them to their next
destination. Stage 2 should be less navigationally
challenging. The coastline of Western Australia easily
serves for visual referencing for the majority of this
stage.

If you have already flown the legs of Stage 1 of the
flight – well done! It is hoped that this next stage will
provide additional hours of navigational challenges
and exploration.

Darwin to Katherine
The first day of this second stage began with an initial
return to Katherine. It is assumed they would have
used a reciprocal course to their previous day. Hence,
(with a concession to a contemporary nav aid) depart
Darwin Airport via the Howard Springs NDB (257,
HWS) for Livingston (HDG 172M) to intersect the
Darwin to Katherine railway line and follow via
waypoints to Katherine (Tindal Military) Airport. The
railway line from Pine Creek to Katherine had been
extended just seven years prior2

A recap
The first landplane circumnavigation of Australia took
place in a De-Havilland DH 50 bi-plane (Figure 1) with
a crew of three from the then Civil Aviation Branch of
the Department of Defence. They departed from Point
Cook in Victoria and flew around Australia, arriving
back at Point Cook. The flight was planned in three
stages: Point Cook to Darwin, Darwin to Perth, and
Perth to Point Cook. It was a pioneering flight in
Australian aviation history. Navigating was done by
dead reckoning and visual referencing as there were
no radio navigational aids at that time. They flew an
average of 250 miles (400 km) a day and completed
the mission of circumnavigation in 22 days.

Katherine to Wyndham
The next three legs are Katherine to Timber Creek,
Timber Creek to Turkey Creek then on to Wyndham.
Plan-G does not have airports in its database for
Timber Creek and Turkey Creek. The plan for this
section incorporates all four locations, finishing at
Wyndham.
Today, the road connecting Katherine to the coast is
the Savanah Way / Victoria Highway. In 1924,
however, only a series of tracks linking pastoral
holdings existed, the route not being gravelled until
the 1950s.3
Hence a track from Katherine to Willeroo Station (HDG
221M) is initially required. From there track to where
the Victoria Highway crosses the Victoria River, now
the Victoria River Roadhouse (HDG 230M). Two more
land features are featured: Wondoan Hill and The
Brothers, before arriving at the Timber Creek Airport.

Figure 1: De Havilland DH 50, G-AUAB1

Flight plans and route maps have been developed
using the Plan-G program and are available in the
appendix. Executable files compatible with FSX, FSX
Steam Edition, Prepar3D and X-Plane platforms are
available in a zip file available on the Flight Simulation
Australia (FSA) website at:
https://www.flightsimaus.com.au/flight-plans. Copies
are also found in the Appendix.

Timber Creek is the only significant settlement
between Katherine and the Western Australia border.
European settlement began here in 1883 with the
establishment of the huge cattle stations at Victoria
Downs and Wave Hill. The stations, both of which
extend hundreds of kilometres to the south, have an
important place in Territory history. Victoria Downs,
once Australia's largest pastoral properties and the
largest cattle station in the world, was owned by
Sidney Kidman, known as the Cattle King. The
settlement of the area resulted in Timber Creek

In part one of the series, some historical background
and context was provided. If you have flown stage
one already you will be aware of this. If not, it is
recommended that you familiarise yourself with this
information to gain an overall grasp of the adventure.
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becoming an important port, particularly for Victoria
River Downs Station.4 Fishing is one of Timber Creek's
biggest drawcards, with the beautiful Victoria River,
running through deep valleys and gorges. It is one of
the Northern Territory's most scenic places to catch
barramundi. Gregory National Park is Timber Creek’s
backyard, covering an area of approximately 13,000
square kilometres. The Park is home to red-rimmed
escarpment ranges (Figure 2) plunging gorges and
ancient boab trees.

at the Great Northern Highway. Just 2.7 nautical miles
on at the MTNYU waypoint, you will see a road
heading east to Lake Argyle and the Argyle Mine. The
Argyle Diamond Mine is the fourth-largest diamond
producer in the world and the only known source of
pink and red diamonds. Due to the low proportion of
gem-quality diamonds, it is set to close in 2020.
Nevertheless, it has produced and estimated 255
million dollars-worth of diamonds.6
Onwards, crossing Pompeys Pillar at 319 metres AMSL,
Dunham Hill (321m AMSL) and Optic Hill. Enroute to
the next waypoint, Gap Point, you will cross the
intersection of the Great Northern Highway and the
Victoria Highway which heads east to Kununurra. This
town is the centre of the Ord River Scheme which
began development the late 1950s. The building of
the Lake Argyle Dam, completed in 1972, and a series
of diversion dams, created one of the biggest artificial
lakes in the world at the time and provided water for
the Ord River Irrigation Area. Kununurra is now
surrounded by rich land where chickpeas, sorghum
seed, melons, pumpkins, mangoes, bananas, citrus,
irrigated pasture, tropical forests and sugar cane are
all successfully grown.7 You may wish to divert from
the historical course to overfly this scenic area.

Figure 2: Aerial view of Timber Creek with ranges in the
background. Photo: Ludo Kuipers.
For historical accuracy, land at the Timber Creek airport

or overfly and continue on to Turkey Creek, now
known as Warnum (HDG 234M) which is on the Great
Northern Highway. Warnum is an Aboriginal
community. Its Art Centre provides Aboriginal artists
with economic independence and the opportunity to
share their culture with visitors. It is a great place to
purchase top quality Aboriginal art from worldrenowned artists including Queenie McKenzie and
Madigan Thomas.5 Warnum is also the gateway to the
World Heritage Purnululu National Park, location of
the spectacular Bungle Bungle Range.

Figure 4: Ord River diversion dam. Photo: Wikimapia

Flying on, you cross Pivot Hill on the southern fringe of
the Parry Lagoons Nature Reserve, an important
waterbird feeding and breeding area. It is also a
stopover point for migratory waders, some of which
travel as far as Siberia.8 Watch out for bird strikes!

Figure 3: Bungle Bungle Range in Purnulul NP
Photo: Anders Lileqrist, Swedesinaustralia.com

Again, either land at the Warnum dirt airstrip or
overfly and track to Wyndham, following the Great
Northern Highway, on your right. The first waypoint
on this leg is Bow River. This is a visual navigation
point where the Bow River and Wilson River intersect

Figure 5: Don’t let this happen to you!
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From here it’s just a short hop to Wyndham, landing at
the Wyndham Airport. Wyndham, Western Australia's
most northerly town, sits on the edge of the
Cambridge Gulf surrounded by uninviting salt lakes,
desert and mudflats which stretch to the horizon. It is
actually two towns. There is old Wyndham (known as
Wyndham Port) and, a few kilometres up the gulf on
the road to Kununurra is Wyndham Three Mile which
is sometimes known as Wyndham East (Figure 4)9

After World War II, pastoralists from the Kimberley
region sought to develop a local beef export industry
by encouraging infrastructure development there.
Three brothers, Gordon, Douglas and Keith Blythe who
owned and operated several pastoral leases in the
east Kimberley devised an Air Beef Scheme (also
known as the Glenroy Air Beef Scheme) by which a
meatworks including an abattoir, carcase freezing
facilities and an aerodrome were built at the
remote Glenroy Station on the Mount House lease,
about 100 kilometres (62 mi) east of Imintji Aboriginal
Community near Derby. The scheme operated
successfully from 1949 to 1965 and was important for
the economic development of the towns of Wyndham
and Derby as well as the development of the
Kimberley pastoral industry generally.
Beef cattle were brought in from a 160-kilometre
(100 mi) radius around the east Kimberley to be
slaughtered, quartered, boned and chilled overnight,
and the following day air shipments were made
to Wyndham, a 290-kilometre (180 mi), 75-minute
flight away using Bristol Freighter and Douglas DC3 aircraft. The beef was frozen at Wyndham and then
shipped to the United Kingdom.12

Figure 6: Windham from the air showing mud flats and
salt pans lauded by Brinsmead. Photo: Djambalawa
Brinsmead and his crew were the first air travellers to
visit Wyndham. In his diary, Brinsmead described it as,
“the most perfect aerodrome in Australia – a flat
claypan, perhaps nine miles long by three miles wide,
and the surface so smooth that it might have been a
parade ground for years.”10

Hence, Brinsmead’s arrival at Wyndham marked a
milestone in the future development of the Air Beef
Scheme. His visit was instrumental in the eventual
establishment of the Windham aerodrome, a vital
infrastructure link for the Air Beef Scheme.
The following photograph, also taken at Wyndham,
shows the local residents showing interest in the first
airplane to visit Wyndham.

Figure 7: G-AUB on the flat claypan at Wyndham
Photo: E.C. Johnson collection11

In the photograph below taken at Wyndham (Figure 8)
Brinsmead is in the middle. The person on his right
with the white hat is H.F. Sanders, chief accountant of
the Wyndham meat works, the mainstay of
Wyndham’s economy at the time. Sanders later
became involved in the post-World War II Air Beef
Scheme.

Figure 9: Local residents at Wyndham, 192411

Wyndham to Derby
It is not known for sure how our aviators navigated
across the Kimberley to Derby. However, it’s possible
they followed an east-west cattle route which joins a
number of pastoral stations established in the early
1880s. The route stretches almost 410 miles (610 km)
between Derby and the Kununurra and Wyndham
junction of the Great Northern Highway. Nowadays
this route is known as the Gibb River Road.

Figure 8: Brinsmead and Sanders at Wyndham11
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The waypoints for this leg are therefore speculative.
Accurate dead reckoning navigation would have been
required which seemed to have been accurate.
Brinsmead recorded in his diary of pilot Captain E.J.
Jones that he has, “…not made a single bad landing
and has never left the line [course], although some of
the grounds have been filthy.”13

You should see Mt Ord (3,071 feet) and then Mt
Broome (3,041 feet) on your left as you pass over the
ranges.14

Dead reckoning following takeoff will be more
accurately achieved if you first overfly the airstrip at
right angles before turning to the heading for the first
waypoint. See Figure 10 below.

Figure 11: King Leopold Range. Photo David Bettini

Onwards to Kimberley Downs station (HDG 259M).
Like many of the other pastoral stations in the region,
Kimberley Downs station was established in the 1880s.
Mount Marmion is on your right as you pass. Finally,
another 40 nm brings you to Derby where you land.
Derby is one of only three towns in the Kimberley,
along with Broome and Kununurra, to have a
population of over 2,000. Located on the King Sound,
it has the highest tides in Australia with a variation
between high and low tides of 11.8 metres.15

Figure 10: Achieving waypoint heading accuracy

So, after departure from Wyndham you fly in a southwesterly direction (233M). You will be crossing over a
number of station homesteads in this leg. As indicated
in the Stage 1 publication, the degree of scenery
realism will be dependent upon the accuracy and
photo-realism of the scenery package you have in your
sim.

Figure 12: Derby at low tide
An historical interlude
Derby was famous in the 1920s as a terminus for
Western Australian Airways Ltd. (WAA). At one time
the Perth to Derby service was the world’s longest
passenger airline route. During World War II, Derby
was bombed by the Japanese, because of the air field
and the long jetty that was used by Australian forces.

There are some additional visual reference points to
help you remain on track. About twenty miles out of
Wyndham and just before reaching Home Valley
Station you should cross the Chamberlain River at the
point where the Bindoola Creek flows into it. Fortyeight miles past Home Valley and you will overfly the
junction of the Durack and Chapman rivers if on track.
At Gibb River station a left turn to 222M will point
your nose towards Mt House station. Here, a right turn
to 252M will lead you across the King Leopold Ranges
and Conservation Park enroute to Napier Downs
station.

Western Australian Airways Ltd. was established on 5
December 1921 by World War I pilot, Norman
Brearley. Based in Geraldton, it was the first in
Australian aviation history to establish a scheduled air
service. In August 1921, Brearley won the Federal
Government tender for the first subsidised air mail
and passenger contract. On 5 December 1921, on the
very first flight as an airline, newly hired pilot Ted
Broad and mechanic Bob Fawcett in a Bristol Tourer GAUDI crashed at Murchison River, 130 kilometres
north of Geraldton, killing both Broad and Fawcett. 16

The ranges are shaped like a crescent with a length of
567 kilometres (352 miles) running from the northern
end of the Durack Range in the East to east of Secure
Bay in the West Kimberley. The ranges which have an
average height of 1,696 feet AMSL with some peaks.
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Follow this to the Roebuck Roadhouse (HDG 249M)
where the Great Northern intersects with the Broome
Highway. (The Great Northern takes a turn to the
south here).
Onwards to Morrell Park where the Broome Highway
turns south. With a small turn left (HDG 238M)
continue on the Station Hill in the northern outskirts
of Broom. Over Station Hill, turn left (HDG 145M) for
your approach into Broome Airport. Broome’s famed
Cable Beach will be on your right.
Figure 13: Tragedy on the first day. Wreck of G-AUDI at
Murchison River. Photo: Geoff Goodall’s Aviation History.

In 1926, Western Australian Airlines Ltd. changed its
name to West Australia Airways Ltd. In 1928 it won
the Government contract for Australia’s first interstate
airmail service between Perth and Adelaide. Services
began on 26 May 1929 using four new DH-66 Hercules
aircraft (Figure 14) with space for 14 passengers as
well as a quantity of mail bags it had a cruising ground
speed of 110 mph. A stop was made at Ceduna for a
hot luncheon, dinner at the airline-owner hostel at
Forrest and catering at Kalgoorlie.

Figure 15: Broome Airport with the white sands of Cable
Beach in the background. Photo: Orbx

Broome has a history dating back to the 1880s.
Starting with the harvesting of oysters for mother of
pearl, today it has morphed into a world-renowned
cultured pearl farming industry. Pearling in the early
days was a dangerous and often deadly occupation.
Pearl divers were indentured and exploited Asian
labourers, especially Japanese and Pacific Islanders.
The town’s Japanese cemetery is the resting place of
919 Japanese divers who lost their lives in the
industry.
Today, Broome, population 14,500, draws hundreds of
thousands of tourists during the warm and dry winter
months. It is known for the Cable Beach Resort, built
and opened in 1988 by Englishman Lord McAlpine at a
cost of $55 million. The resort was built in the style of
old pearling lugger captains’ cottages. With its
‘manicured lawns, oriental architecture, and feeling of
discreet opulence, it is an example of a rich man’s
fantasy’. 18 With its multicultural background, Broome
is the essence of a laid-back community which serves
as a gateway to the Kimberley region. It is easy to
spend a week there and not exhaust the attractions
the area has to offer.

Figure 14: A De Havilland DH-66 with three 420 hp Bristol
Jupiter radial engines

In April 1936, following the loss of the Perth to Daly
Waters route contract, the airline was sold to Adelaide
Airways Ltd. both of which became part of the new
Australian National Airways (ANA) in 1936. On 3
October 1957 ANA was sold to Ansett Airways and the
two airlines merged into Ansett-ANA. It remained as
such until October 1957 when it was renamed Ansett
Airlines of Australia.17 The rest, as is said, is history.

Broom to Port Headland
The route between Broome and Perth is relatively
straight-forward. It is assumed the original flight
would have followed the Western Australia coastline
pretty much all the way. For the purposes of Plan-G
flight planning, waypoints have been devised to
enable coastal flying.

Derby to Broome
This leg is relatively short and straight forward. After
takeoff from Derby and flying over the field, track
across the water of King Sound (HDG 237M) to Biden
where you will pick up the Great Northern Highway.
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The major geographic feature of this leg is the Eighty
Mile Beach and National Park. The beach is actually
220 kilometres (140 miles) long. It extends in a shallow
curve from Cape Missiessy, south to Cape Keraudren.
With pristine white sand, the beach is about 100
metres wide with adjoining mudflats which vary from
1 to 5 kilometres in width, due to the large tidal range.
On the landward side it is bordered by dunes, a
narrow floodplain and, further inland, by red soil
scrubland. Most of the land along the coast is covered
by four large pastoral leases operating as cattle
stations.19

city in the Pilbra region. It was established in 1968 to
accommodate the processing and exportation
workforce of the Hammersley Iron mining company
and, in the 1980s the petroleum and liquified natural
gas operations of the North West Shelf Venture.21
Karratha Airport (YPKA) will be on your right as you
cross the railway line and road leading to the port of
Dampier.
Continuing on and you come to Cape Preston. This is
the site of the Chinese-owned Sino Iron Project, the
largest integrated pit to port magnetite mining,
processing and export operation in Australia.
Following mining and extraction and processing of the
ore a final high-grade concentrate is sent to the port
via a 30 kilometre-long pipeline as a slurry to the port.
After dewatering it is loaded onto barges which are
towed offshore by tugs to a transhipper where it is
loaded onto larger, ocean-going vessels for export.22

Figure 16: Eighty Mile Beach and caravan park
Image: earthrise1981

Port Headland is the gateway and central hub
connecting the Pilbra and the Kimberley. The town has
its roots in shipping and mining and visitors have the
unique opportunity to witness the operations of the
world’s biggest mining company as the area is central
to huge iron ore mines in the Pilbra region.

Figure 18: Cape Preston and port
After passing over the Cape Preston port, you
continue down the coast (HDG 228M) across the
Great Sandy Islands National Reserve to Onslow
Airport (YOLW).

Port Headland is a railhead for a vast network or iron
ore trains with a total trackage of 2,295 kilometres.
Huge iron ore trains up to 7 kilometres long hauled by
massive diesel-electric engines operate in the area
delivering ore to the Port Headland docks which is the
world’s largest bulk export port.20

Onslow is a sleepy little town in part because it lies on
the coast 82 km from the main North West Coastal
Road where people go to fish and to have quiet
holidays by the sea. Historically it was created as a
mixture of pearling, farming and gold mining, but
today. It is known as “Cyclone City” because of the
regularity of cyclones which hit the town. It is the
southern most town in western Australia bombed by
the Japanese in World War II.23

Figure 17: Port Headland docks
Photo: Pilbra Ports Authority

In 1921 an aerial mail service to the town was
established and two years later a new town and jetty
were built because of constant cyclones. Perhaps
these factors had a bearing on why Onslow was a
stopping point for Brinsmead.

Port Headland to Onslow
Yet another uncomplicated leg takes you to Onslow.
Out of Port Headland you track direct to Cape Thouin
(275M) then down the coastline to Bella Bella
(228M). Off shore is the flat, volcanic Depuch Island.
Flying on, you cross the centre of the mining town of
Wickham and on to overfly Karratha (HDG 257M).
Karratha and the adjoining port of Dampier is a pivotal

Figure 19: Onslow town and jetty
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Onslow to Carnarvon
The leg between Onslow and Carnarvon initially
requires a flight across the Exmouth Gulf (HDG 251M)
to the town on Exmouth. Exmouth is a small resort
town and access point to the famed nearby Ningaloo
Marine Park with its coral reefs, colourful fish and
migratory whale sharks. During World War II a large
airport was built and now serves as the Learmonth
RAAF Base. The Americans had a submarine supply
base there during the war and as recently as 1963 a
naval town serving the US Navy Very Low Frequency
(VLF) Communications Station was established. The US
Navy left in the 1990s.24

Carnarvon is a prosperous service town and can be
considered as the food basket of Western Australia.
Since the 1930s it has become famed for its
production of bananas, avocados, coconuts, dates,
macadamia nuts, mangoes, paw paws, pecans,
tomatoes, pineapples, melons and various varieties of
beans, all grown in the rich flats of the Gascoyne River.
It provides 70% of Western Australia’s winter fruit and
vegetables.

Figure 20: Exmouth town and harbour

Figure 22: Gascoyne River floodplain agriculture

From Exmouth you cross the peninsula to the coastal
Cape Range National Park (HDG 267M) then turn
south (HDG 198M) and follow the Ningaloo Reef
coastline to Ningaloo. Continuing on, via Coral Bay
(HDG 169M) you pass by the expanse of the Lake
Macleod wetland system (HDG 193M) Lake Macleod
is a large brackish inland lake about 120 km long and
10-40 km wide. The lake holds one of the largest
inland communities of mangrove and associated fauna
in the world.25

Carnarvon to Geraldton
On this penultimate leg to Perth, you continue flying
south (HDG 188M) across the Shark Bay Marine Park,
a tourist hotspot for Western Australia. As you
approach the town of Denham you will fly over Little
Lagoon, a magnificent stretch of calm water and an
incredible sight from above.

Strangely enough, water flows in the Gascoyne River
for only about a third of the year. For the remainder it
is a dry, red river bed. The reason being that water
flows beneath the river bed in aquifers, accessed by
pumps and pipes on the river bank for irrigation.
Hence it is known as the “upside down river”. During
the wet season, however, the Gascoyne floods leaving
behind rich alluvial soil on the floodplain.

Figure 23: Little Lagoon

Over Denham, a slight left turn to 164M takes you to
Kalbarri and then Gregory (HDG 171M). Port Gregory
is a tiny village in a sleepy fishing port made special by
beautiful white sand dunes 10-15 metres high. Wheat
fields grow next to the sand dunes and a wellpreserved historic convict settlement stands on the
shores of the pink Hutt Lagoon (Figure 25). From here
you fly parallel to the coast and to Mt Fairfax (HDG
146M), an appropriate point for an approach into
Geraldton Airport.

Figure 221 Aerial view of Lake Macleod

On the coast at the end of Lake
Macleod is Point Quobba. If you
are on track you should overfly
the lighthouse. At the
lighthouse, turn left (HDG
150M) for the final leg to
Carnarvon Airport (YCAR).

How did you go?
Were you right on
track?
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then to Green Head (HDG 186M). From here you
enter controlled airspace for Perth airports,
specifically the inbound and outbound North and
Powerhouse (Coastal) corridor into Jandakot Airport
for VFR aircraft.
Inbound procedures from the north
All VFR aircraft tracking southbound are required to
track over the water to avoid northbound aircraft
tracking over land with landing lights on. At Two Rocks
you should be not above 2,000 feet. By Burns Beach,
you should not be below 2,000 feet. Time to check
Jandakot ATIS on 120.9.

Figure 24: Port Gregory and the Hutt Lagoon

Geraldton is the largest city north of Perth. It is both a
seaside resort with a superb Mediterranean climate
and an important port. It is an ideal starting place for
an exploration of the renowned wildflowers of
Western Australian in the Spring and a popular place
for surfers and anglers. Geraldton has one of the most
beautiful foreshores on the Western Australian coast,
characterised by pristine white sandy beaches and an
attractive harbour.

By Mullaloo Point commence descent to be at or
below 1,500FT to avoid the Perth CTA lower limit,
or track further out to sea to avoid the CTA boundary.
Approaching Observation City (Figure 26) be on the
lookout for VFR traffic approaching at your 10 o’clock
position, from Perth City.

Figure 26: Observation City, now called the Rendezvous
Hotel

Between City Beach and Cottesloe be aware of the
Army firing range that extends approximately
3NM off the coast and up to an altitude of 1500 feet.
Continue tracking parallel to the coast around
Fremantle to the offshore waypoint of Powerhouse
where you turn left HDG 093M.

Figure 25: Geraldton city and coastline

Geraldton to Perth
The final leg into Perth is a more complex affair due to
airspace restrictions and VFR requirements in and
around controlled airspace (CTA). Since it is assumed
you will be flying VFR in a general aviation aircraft, the
destination airport will be Jandakot (YPJT). For
historical recreation purposes, the original landing
place in Perth is also provided.
Departing Geraldton Airport, track south east (HDG
125M) direct to the Walkaway wind farm. This would
not have been a part of the original flight plan.
However, it features largely in the Plan-G flight
planning map and would be a good aerial sight to see.
The farm became operational in 2006. It will be
interesting to see if the 80-metre tall turbine towers
appear in your scenery.

Figure 27: Overfly disused power station to Adventure World

In real world flying, you must not enter the Jandakot
Control Zone (just past Adventure World) unless you
have received a circuit joining or transit instruction. If
ATC instructs you to “join upwind” or “overfly”,
maintain 1,500FT until cleared to descend or in receipt
of a sequencing instruction. Any other circuit entry
instruction (“join downwind”, “join base”, “make

From the wind farm, turn south (HDG 186M) to Mt
Hill and thence to the coast (HDG 182M) at Dongara.
Your visual reference waypoint here is the Dongara
race track. Continue on (HDG 177M) to Leeman and
11

straight-in approach” or “join final”) constitutes a
clearance to descend to circuit altitude (1,000 feet).

This was the area Norman Brearley initially used as a
landing strip when he pioneered the formation of
Australia’s first commercial airline, Western Australian
Airways in 1921.

If you happen to be using an ATC service such as
VATSIM, abeam Powerhouse (over water) report to
Jandakot Tower on 118.1: “Jandakot tower <call sign>
<aircraft type> powerhouse, 1500 received <__> [ATIS]
inbound”. To assist with identification, a strobe light
marks the turning point to Adventure World, if it
features in your sim. The strobe is on the eastern side
of the railway line.

In 1923, the Commonwealth acquired 130 acres (53
ha) on a bend of the Swan River at Marylands for the
construction of Perth’s first permanent aerodrome. It
was officially opened on 15 January 1924 (Figure 29).
This was just three months prior to Brinsmead’s arrival
in Perth on his circumnavigation flight.

Track from Powerhouse to Adventure World 093M,
distance 4NM. Approaching Adventure World, be alert
for other inbound VFR traffic from Shipyard on your
right, also at 1,500 feet. If using ATC, call Jandakot
Tower: “Jandakot tower, <call sign> Adventure World”.
From Adventure World, enter the circuit for the active
runway, 09L or 24R, as required (or as directed) and
land.

Marylands remained Perth’s primary aerodrome for
civilian operations until the opening of the Guilford
Aerodrome in 1944. Passenger service airlines such as
Australian National Airways (ANA) and the newly
formed government airline Trans Australia Airways
(TAA) relocated to Guilford. Guilford Aerodrome was
re-named Perth International Airport in 1952.
Marylands continued as a general aviation aerodrome
until its closure in 1963 with the opening of the new
Jandakot Airport the same year.

Figure 29: Marylands Aerodrome in the early days of
operation. The two large hangars are for Brearley’s Western
Australian Airways.26

The exact approach route Brinsmead to arrive at
Marylands is not known. Therefore, a degree of
licence has been taken to adapt the Geraldton to
Jandakot flight plan for an arrival at Marylands should
you wish to make this historic re-enactment.
So, on arrival at the City Beach waypoint (CITBE) make
a left turn to 114M to overfly Bold Park. Over Bold
Park, turn left and fly due West to the Belmont Park
Racecourse. Cross the Swan River and then turn due
South for a landing at the historic site of the
Marylands aerodrome.

Figure 28: Approaches Runways 09L & 24R, YPJT

Congratulations, you have completed Stage 2 of this
epic adventure.

The historic Marylands arrival
On arrival at Perth, Brinsmead and his crew landed at
the newly opened Marylands Airport to the east of the
city. Prior to 1924, the first and unofficial aerodrome
in Perth was Langley Park, a strip of land between
Terrace Road and the Swan River on the city’s edge.

TO BE CONTINUED
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23

Darwin to Katherine
HWS 257

LIVON

MTDEN

ADRIV
MTDER

BURIE

PINCK

KD01
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Katherine (Tindal Military) to Wyndham

WILOO

YWYM

WONIL

PIVIL

BROTH

GAPNT

VICRIV

OPTIL

DUNIL
POMPL
MTNSY

BORIV
WARNM

Wyndham to Derby

HOVAL

MTHSE
YDBY
KIDNS

NADNS
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Derby to Broome

BIDAN

ROBRH
STHIL

MORPK
YBRM

Broome to Port Headland

BAHIL

CAPBT
CAPMY

EMBCH

POSPT

MTBLZ
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Port Headland to Onslow

CPTHN

KATHA
WICKM
CAPTN

Onslow to Carnarvon

CPRNG

EXMTH

NINLO

COBAY

PTQUO
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BALLA

Carnarvon to Geraldton

DENAM

KALBI

GREGY

MTFRX
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Geraldton to Perth (Jandakot)

WINDY

MTHIL

DONGA
LEMAN
SANDY

GRHED
SANIL

NORHD
BOUIS

WEDGE

SEABD

TWRKS

See Jandakot Arrival
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Jandakot Arrival

TWRKS

BURNS

NORHD
Observation City

CITBH
Firing
range

MULPT

PWRHS
ADWRL

YPJT

Marylands arrival

CITBE
BELMT
SUBCO

BOLPK

Firing
range
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